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48. On the Ranges o] the Increasing Mappings
By Sadayuki YA.MURO *)
(Comm. By Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M.J.A., March 12, 1965)

Let E be a real Banach space, G be an open subset and G be
the closure of G. In 3 (cf. 4 and 5), we gave the following
definitions:
A mapping f: G--,E is said to be (o)-increasing at a e G if f
satisfies the following two conditions:
1. II x I1<o implies a+x e G;
2
f(a-x)-f(a)rx if er<=O and O< I x I1<o.
A mapping f: G--E is said to be (Co, o)-uniformly increasing
at a e G if f sa$isfies the following conditions:
1. [I x l]<o implies a + x e G;
3
]]f(a+x)-f(a)-x []>_-e0 ]] x ]] if cr<=O and 0<]] x []<o.
It is evident that, if a mapping f: G--E is (e0, 0)-uniformly increasing at a, then f is (0)-increasing at a.
The following two facts immediately follow from the above
definitions.
Theorem 1. If a mapping f: E--,E is
)-increasing at every
point of E, then f is one-to-one.
Theorem 2. If a mapping f: E--.E is (So, o )-uniformly increasing at every point of E, then, for any non-positive number
the range of f(x)-qx is closed.
A mapping f: G--E is said to be a completely continuous vector
field on G if f is continuous on G and the image F(G)by the
mapping F(x)-x-f(x) is contained in a compact set. We shall say
that f is a completely continuous vector field on E if it is a completely
continuous vector field on any closed ball (r)-{x e E Ill x I<=r}.
Then, we can prove the following
Theorem 3. Let f: E--.E be a mapping. Suppose that
4
f is (o, oo)-uniformly increasing at every point of E;
5
f is a completely continuous vector field on E.
Then, the mapping f is onto, one-to-one and bicontinuous.
Proof. Theorem 1 and the condition 4 imply that f is one-toone. Theorem 2 and the condition 4 imply that f(E)is closed. We
have only to prove that f(E) is open.
Assume that yo e f(E), namely, yo--f(Xo) for some x0 e E. There
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exists an open ball B(r)-{x e E]llxll<r} such that Xoe B(r). By
the condition 5 f is a completely continuous vector field on the
closed ball B(r). Therefore, Theorem 3 of [3 implies that f[B(r)
is an open set in E, and, evidently, yo e f[B(r)f(E), which means
that f(E) is open.
Therefore, f should be onto. The continuity of the inverse mapping
of f follows from the condition 3 if we take
Next, we consider the case when the mapping f is not a completely continuous vector field but is Frchet-differentiable on E.
A mapping f: G E is said to be Frdchet-differentiable at a e G
if the exists a continuous linear mapping D. EE such that
6
f(a+x)-f(a)-D()+o( ),
where o(] ]])/] ]0 if ] ]0. We denote this continuous linear
mapping D by f’(a) and call he Frdchet-derivaive of f a$ a.
Then, we prove the following
Theorem 4. Le$ f: EE be Frche$-differen$iable a$ every poin
E.
Then, f is (e0, o)-uniformly increasing a$ a if and only if
of
Frche-deriva$ive
he
f’(a) of f a a is (e, )-uniformly increasing
a 0 for some e
Proof. Let f be (e0, 0)-uniformly increasing at a. Then, from
0 and
6 it follows that, if
]] < 0,

.

f’(a)(x)- -f(a+ x)- f(a)--o( )
There exists 8>0 such that 80 and ]] o( x )[<e0 z ]] if ] z
Therefore, if ]}z]]< and 0, we have

.

which means that f’(a) is (e0, $)-uniformly increasing at 0, and, since
can be replaced by
if(a) is a linear mapping,
The converse of this theorem can be proved similarly.
Theorem 5. Le f: EE be a mapping. Suppose
4
f is (eo, )-uniformly increasing aS every poin$ of E;
7
f is Frche$-differen$iable aS every poin$ of E and
Frgche$-deriva$ive f’(a) is con$inuous wish respec$ to a;

..
.

S f’(a)(E)-E.
Then, She mapping f is on$o, one-go-one and biconginuous.
Proof. The facts that f is one-to-one and f(E) is closed can be
proved in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3. We have only
to prove that f(E) is open. For this purpose, we shall use the
Implicit Function Theorem (for example, 1, p. 12, Theorem 1),
which insures that, if f’(a) is onto, one-to-one and bicontinuous, f
is an open mapping. By Theorem 4, f’(a) is one-to-one and bicontinuous,
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but it is not necessarily onto. This is the reason why we need the
condition 8
Remark. Let E be a real Hilbert space, () be a real-valued
functional on E and a mapping f() be the Frchet-derivative of ().
If the mapping f()is Frchet-differentiable at every point of E,
then the mapping f’(a) is a symmetric operator (F2, p. 56, Theorem
5.1.). Therefore, when E is a real Hilbert space, the conclusion of
Theorem 5 remains true if the condition 8 i,s replaced by the following condition: f (x) is a continuous Frche-derivaive of a functional
on

E.
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